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Advanced Kundalini Stages in Progress
I have been intensely working with kundalini energy for a very long time now. My
nervous system has adapted or transformed in a way I haven’t heard about. During my
kundalini training my ida and pingala nerves were really stimulated. These nerves began
getting stronger and stronger until my energy pathways changed. They may have united,
I am unsure still but when I stimulate my pineal gland or my sacral (Male Elixir
Meditation) the excreted energy flows along the spine instead of flowing everywhere.
For example when I stimulate the pineal gland, instead of the energy rising to the top of
my head, it rides down my spine from my 6th chakra. This may indicate real spiritual
progress towards perfection. In magnum opus you directly take the elixir energies and
circulate them into the chakras, but from my kundalini experience when you hit an
advanced point in Kundalini, secreted elixir energies automatically and directly flow
through the chakras on its own. I can say this is a fast and intense path to Godhood.
This is an explanation of one stage of kundalini I reached. There are many stages and
changes I have experienced but this is something I had never heard of anyone reaching
or explaining.
I discovered an ancient technique that has been kept secret for a very long time. Its
called the Cobra Breath. Its a breath a directs sexual energy up the spine empowering all
the chakras. Its extremely powerful. Maxine had a sermon a while back about it and she
may reveal it to the groups. I have been working with the technique long before that
sermon. My yoga is based on this one technique as it is so natural like the breath of life
and its like an all-in-one technique for empowerment. There are variations and other
uses for it as I have discovered from experience. There are many other out there who
know of this technique but keep it a secret as it is tradition. I may reveal the technique to
this group on my own and how to effectively use it. I have heard of people who have
used this technique for years but I haven’t heard of experiences like my own. It is
because I also power meditation along with this technique which SERIOUSLY amplifies
your power and progression. In my opinion and from experience, this technique is not
useful if you haven’t yet awakened all your chakras and opened all the blocks in your
chakras. This technique was powerful and useful for me because I had already
established my own power from power meditation and I cleared all the blocks in my
chakras.
My advice to you is activate and empower your chakras, really empower them. The
stronger you are, the easier progression will be. I’m speaking from experience. Spend
most of your time with power meditation, Tantric yoga and the Cobra Breath is not
necessary until your really strong in power.
HAIL SATAN!
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Godhood by Kundalini
I have said before I have reached a level in kundalini that I have not heard nor read
anywhere else. I reached the point where elixir energy, when secreted, flows directly
through the spine and the chakras. This may be the uniting of the pingala and ida nerves
(twin serpents). This working is similar to the Magnum Opus but through the path of the
Kundalini. While the magnum opus requires the ability to control and direct energy,
Kundalini yoga is more of a physical and natural path which requires physical
movement and controlled breathing. With Kundalini Yoga, it requires minimal control
of your thoughts. With all this said, I am left at a point in progress. Now that I have the
elixir energies flowing through the chakras at the point of stimulation of the pineal gland
or sacral, the question comes up of how these energies are to be properly
cleaned/balanced/united. Thinking from a kundalini yogi’s point of view, how the hell
are the elixir energies going to be clean/balanced/united without the ability to control
energy? This brings up the kundalini/sexual energy itself. At this stage, the female elixir,
male elixir, and sexual(kundalini) energy all flow through the spine when their glands
are stimulated. This brings up the possibility of the kundalini energy being the key for
the uniting of the male and female aspects of the soul.
I would also like to mention that at this stage of kundalini after the elixir energies or
kundalini energy flows through the spine, it flows through and empowers the aura. This
brings the aura into the process of kundalini yoga (towards godhood). Also the Ida and
Pingala nerves (serpents) have characteristics of the elements. I have felt increases of the
fire element and water elements just from kundalini yoga. This also brings the elements
into the process of kundalini yoga (to godhood) without having to invoke them yourself.
-I am posting this to help those understand the kundalini path towards godhood. I
haven’t read anywhere on the internet about the REAL SATANIC path in kundalini and
I will help bring the knowledge of this path. There is some misunderstanding about
kundalini on here. I also have an update in my progress, I recently reached a NEW level
in kundalini progress. I talked about the last stage I reached and that level was reached
many months ago. This new level is something to talk about. I have a few more of my
experiences in this new level I will post soon. I have many techniques in utilizing both
power meditation and the kundalini techniques to advance in which I believe is the
fastest path in Satanism. I may be posting some soon and answering question regarding
progression.
HAIL SATAN!
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The Final Stages of Tantric (aka physical, sexual or kundalini) Yoga
A few months ago I reached a level in Kundalini/Tantric yoga. This was the uniting of
the Ida and Pingala nerves. Since then I began undergoing many more changes within
the nervous and other body systems. I will explain, from experience, these past stages in
the kundalini process.
The uniting of the Pingala and Ida nerves (twin serpents)
Prior to reaching this level, these nerves had a lot of stimulation from Tantra Yoga.
These nerves release fire and water energy. The may also have characteristics of the
other elements but this hasn’t caught my attention during meditation. The uniting of the
twin serpents was quick and painful. The pain was unbearable as I felt the pain from
these nerves all along the left and right side of my body. This only last a few seconds.
After this occurred, I discovered that the secreted (elixir) energy from the pineal gland
and sacral automatically ran through the spine on its own. Prior to the uniting of the twin
serpents, secreted elixir energy dispersed throughout the body.
The Elixir Energies
I began stimulating the pineal gland for a few months. The energy from this (female)
rode down my spine automatically and into the aura after leaving the base chakra. After
a long time of this I began doing the sacral meditation for the male energy. The secreted
energy from this automatically rode up the spine without any effort from me, out the
crown, and into the aura. Near the end of working with these, I had continued with
tantric yoga as this secretes sexual energy from the base of the spine up the chakras. The
sexual energy (considered and widely referred to as kundalini energy) has it effects in
dealing with the elixir energies. This is what I believe is how the elixir energies are
united/cleaned/balanced through tantric (physical/kundalini) yoga.
The Unification of the elixir energies
After working with all three energies (Female, Male, and Sexual), my chakras began
having the sensation of being full of the elixir energies. I still continued stimulating the
pineal gland, sacral, and sexual gland at the base of the spine but all the secreted
energies did not ride up the spine anymore as the chakras were full of the energy. The
energy went elsewhere which I cannot pinpoint. The energies did not disperse into the
aura nor the chakras but the energy was felt but I don’t know where. Perhaps it was
dispersed into the environment or akashic flow.
Kundalini Stimulation, a result from the process During meditation I attempted to
stimulate the base of my spine to secrete sexual energy up my spine but the energy
dispersed elsewhere. Suddenly I had a great experience. I had a Kundalini stimulation,
this is not simple sexual energy that is also referred to as a kundalini stimulation. The
stimulation was of the nervous system, not so much energy but more of the life force. As
it ascended up my spine, it grew hotter and hotter. I had the sensation of my spine
literally being set on fire but it wasn’t physically on fire so it was tolerable. I smelt, saw,
and sensed the fire energy from this. When I focused on the force rising up my spine, it
felt just like Satan’s energy. This rose and exited out the crown into the aura. This
stimulation was not like previous kundalini stimulations (Kundalini Stimulation is not
sexual energy secreted from the base of the spine but comes from that direction as well)
as past kundalini stimulation never felt like Satan’s energy.
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After this I had an ordinary kundalini stimulation which had been stuck at my heart
chakras for about a year. From being stuck at the heart chakra it rose up and out my
spine.
The aftermath and effects
After having the unusual force ascend my spine, I have had MANY effects and changes
within the body. The changes slowed down after a while but the effects seem permanent.
It seems like the pineal gland and the sacral secrete the elixir energies on their own into
the chakras/aura. All the chakras and their systems are active now. A few examples: My
sexuality and libido have been messed up from all the tantric yoga I been into. This is
now recovered, healthy, and back to normal. My digestive system is way stronger and
more active. Same with my immune system. The body systems are functioning way
stronger and better. This may be because the nervous system and glandular system are
now in tune with each other. Glands that rule systems such as the Thymus gland which
works with the immune system are very active. It seems like I reached a level where the
body is finally at its normal state where the soul and physical body work together as one.
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Update in the Kundalini Process
After reaching my last stage in spiritual progression, I continued with another cobra
breath meditation. I then figured out where the secreted energies were going. The sexual
energy went up, not the spine/shushumna, but the ida and pingala serpents. Then
elemental energy was released from the twin serpents. This energy was powerful. My
Cobra Breath sessions were like this for about 2 more times until things began going out
crazy. I don’t know what is exactly going on but I have an idea of the big picture. At one
of my last sessions, I did cobra breath along with a pineal gland stimulation. Both
energies stopped around the heart chakra area. I felt like there was a kundalini
stimulation stuck below the heart chakra stopping at the solar plexus. Heat was being
generated from the solar plexus chakra. It was the burning sensation you get from the
life force. I felt this a few times.
Yesterday something new began happening. My aura was being drained. It found it was
being drained into my heart chakra. This continued for a few hours. That night, Last
night, I did another cobra breath session. The energy empowered my ida and pingala
nerves/serpents but the radiating energy was drained by my heart chakra. During sleep is
when everything went more crazy. My nervous system (soul) was still transforming
during my sleep. I had a dream of the process but I don’t remember much of it. I do
remember, from the dream, that my crown was filled with powerful male elixir energy
and my base was full of the female elixir energy and this was creating some kind of
charge in my heart chakra. This is when I woke up, still half asleep, and my heart chakra
was in SERIOUS pain. This pain felt literally PHYSICAL but it was of the nervous
system. I focused away from the heart chakras and moved my body and the pain eased.
This happened about 2 times, waking up to it both times. This morning I felt pain around
the solar plexus region and below.
Remember I had a kundalini stimulation or something stop at that point. I focused on it
and this pain was even worse then last nights heart chakra pain. This force or whatever
that stopped at the solar plexus connected to the base of the spine or below that. Upon
focusing on it, the pain grew intense, this was extremely painful. The sensation was like
your literal spine is being split or expanding! This pain was unbearable. I told myself if
this is the pain of the true kundalini serpent, then I don’t want to go through it. Luckily
the pain is only felt when I focus on it. My point of stressing the intensity of this pain is
that this was not the pain you get from energy. The pain felt literally physical but oddly
the pain comes from the nervous system alone. I think...
After the pain went away after moving my attention elsewhere away from it, I stimulated
my pineal gland. The heart chakra sucked the energy up. Same with the sexual energy
from the cobra breath, and same with the sacral stimulation energy. At this point there
some force waiting at my solar plexus and at the same time my heart chakra is
empowering itself by sucking up all my energy (although I still feel powerful). Perhaps
this painful force is waiting for the heart chakra to complete its job before continuing its
path up my spine...
HAIL SATAN!
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The Philosopher’s Stone Rediscovered
The Philosopher’s Stone is “The All” in its purest form. Our ultimate goal is perfection
and godhood, the stone brings just that. To achieve perfection and reach godhood is to
unite the Ida and Pingala aspects of the soul. These are referred to as the twin serpents.
Each has their own characteristics of the soul such as one is female and the other is male,
one is electric while the other is magnetic, One rules coldness while the other rules heat,
and one rules the left side of the brain while the other rules the right side. The goal is to
UNITE these aspects of the soul. Sexual energy can unite these two parts of the souls
within the chakras and aura. This comes from kundalini yoga. This is a quick powerful
path to ascend the kundalini but the Philosopher’s Stone is another path with much more
benefits. The Philosopher’s Stone contains within itself the purest form of perfect or the
all. The stone itself is a process within itself. This is the formula.
Your Bioelectricity + Kundalini (Male + Female + Sexual Elixirs) + Magnetic and
Electric Fluids = Philosophers Stone
They are all made of each other. Bioelectricity is of kundalini which is of magnetic and
electric energies. Kundalini is bioelectricity and the union of magnetic and electrical
fluids. Magnetic and Electrical fluids, when united, are bioelectricity and kundalini.
Excerpt from “Initiation Into Hermetics”
“The Electric and Magnetic Fluids:
According to the information given in the theoretical part, there are two kinds of fluids
originating in the four elements, namely the electric and the magnetic fluid. The electric
fluid comes from the fire principle, the magnetic one from the water principle. The air
principle is the mediating element between the two.
The earth element is bipolar, hence containing both fluids, and it is electromagnetic,
electric in the center and magnetic on the periphery. According to the aforesaid laws,
these two fluids are working in all spheres, physical, astral and mental. These fluids are
the cause of everything that exists.”
The Ida and Pingala aspects of the soul have characteristics of the entire formula. One is
of the Male elixir while the other is of the Female elixir, one is electric while the other is
magnetic, both are of bioelectricity and can be united by sexual energy (an aspect of
Kundalini) just as the male and female elixir’s do as well as uniting the magnetic and
electrical. In the case of uniting the magnetic and electrical fluids, sexual energy should
be renamed “Uniting” energy. You get what I’m saying?
The Chakras as well have characteristics like the Ida and Pingala aspects of the soul.
Some are male while the other are female, Some are electric while the others are
magnetic, and they unite with sexual (Or “Uniting”) energy. The chakras themselves are
of bioelectricity, have magnetic and electrical/or Male and Female counterparts that can
be united by kundalini which is of bioelectricity which is of magnetic and electrical
fluids. You see its cycle? That is what you call “the all” or “perfection” in its purest
form. The Stone, when correctly made, is like a perfect chakra.
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To create the Stone, you must already have an awakened kundalini or already been
working with the elixir energies meaning your aura must contain a strong amount of the
male elixir, female elixir, and sexual energies. Condense your Aura into a ball and place
it where it belongs, in the center of the heart chakra. Extract bioelectric energy from
your upper chakras and lower chakras into the ball. The stone now contains the magnetic
and electrical energies (Aura and Male and Female Elixirs), Kundalini energy (Male,
Female, and Sexual Elixirs), and Bioelectricity (From the Chakras). You may now
circulate it, connect your heart chakra to your others and spin the stone, or experiment
with it.
It is difficult to explain the process and how it works. It is better understood. If that
makes sense...
This is a new door opened for Spiritual Satanists if we can learn to use this.

-Fucking Determined

About the Kundalini
Ascending the True Kundalini Serpent, which is a nervous pathway that connects the
base of the spine to the cerebellum area of the brain, can take years and years of
empowerment. Being able to safely rise sexual energy up the spine, also known as
kundalini energy, takes clearing the blockages within the chakras. This may take
anywhere from weeks to about a year or two depending how your meditation
progression goes. It may have taken about or nearly a year to clear the blocks that
prevented my sexual energy from easily rising up the spine but this is because I was new
and didn’t have much knowledge of kundalini energy and chakras so I’m sure it can be
done much faster. Blocks feel like knots in the spine and the sexual energy gets stuck at
that chakra where you feel the knot. This means the chakras above the chakra where the
knot lies is blocked. People also mistaken this and believe their “kundalini” is stuck or
has stopped at a chakra. Once you have cleared the pathway for the sexual/kundalini
energy, you have opened yourself to a new way of empowerment and working with
kundalini may take years or more before reaching the TRUE kundalini serpent.
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Spiritual Satanism & Material Power
We as Spiritual Satanists are the Spiritual Elite here on Earth. We are definitely making
a spiritual impact on our world. The enemy’s of humanity are often considered the “few
elite” of the material realm. These enemy bloodlines and chosen one’s have much
material power (which they are losing). For thousands and more years they have been
infiltrating our societies and finding their way to manipulate them. Today they made
their way to control nearly every corner of society. We live in their falling society which
they influence and control. They have manipulated our society, shifted material power
into the form of paper dollars, and manipulated their way to control the majority of this
material power. They use this material power to control our economies, influence
politics and governments, and dominate many aspects of our society but ultimately for
their own pleasures of trying to enslave and destroy humanity while they enjoy
themselves with such wealth. Their power comes from the material realm. The energies
they use come from the material world such as blood sacrifices. Their wealth is the
source of their power. Our Soul’s are the source of OUR power. They use their wealth
for their health, emotional balance, desires, and everything else that we can use our
MINDS for. These controlling enemies are spiritually weak as we can already tell but
they have imprinted their souls with wealth energy and other energies that rule today’s
material power. This comes from their rituals of gaining material wealth and power.
The enemies have their puppets to create an illusion that material power is in the hands
of those puppets. They allow these ignorant puppets to be wealthy as well but these
puppets do not have the real influence that the puppet master’s do. Ironically, the “elite”
puppet masters of the Earth are the puppets of their masters, the higher enemy. The
“elite” bloodlines and chosen one’s are unaware that they are under the control and
influence of the enemy Greys. The ladder climbs as the Greys are controlled by the
reptilians. This exposes more on how spiritually weak the “few elite” really are.
As Spiritual Satanists we are growing more and more powerful spiritually everyday. We
are making HUGE impact spiritually but as you can see in history, the greatest spiritual
satanists not only had spiritual power but material power. Look back on Hitler,
America’s founding fathers, and further down history and you can see this. Only
recently a few of us have mentioned or touched this area of Spiritual Satanism. The
closest we have got on this issue was a sermon by HP Babalon on a Satanic Economy
(Which I have Saved). There was also an HP that became so confident in his abilities he
began working towards material power. HP Salem Burke used his power to win the
lottery and he was never heard from shortly after that. The enemy already fears our
spiritual power. They are losing their power because of it. Now imagine the fear of
Spiritual Satanists with material power! They cant touch us spiritually but they still have
material power and are still fighting to keep that status while making sure no outsider of
theirs reaches their level in material power. So it may be very dangerous right now to
pursue material power like HP Burke did.
We MUST Unite! It is Father’s will! The enemy works as a unit with their material
power, like covens for material power. We must unite in covens and as a family to
pursue both spiritual and material power! I can see why HP Burke did what he did. He
was very adept and also reached a great level in Kundalini.
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From my own experience from Kundalini, It opens you up to see more and become more
aware of the world around you. It becomes a naturally desire to have material power,
especially in a society ruled by others. This is because as we spiritually evolve, our lives
evolve to suit our desires. Today’s society is undesirable for a Spiritual Satanist
especially if your undergoing kundalini transformations. Today’s society and the enemy
attempts to influence you into believing your insane or cant handle “life” when your
spiritually empowered. I have been opened up to this new path to material power. I
know its dangerous. This is something we must do as a team.
Recently I posted information about the Philosopher’s Stone. I have been working with
it and it can quickly and powerfully saturate/program your soul with your desires. I have
only been working with it since my post and I already am noticing change. The stone
should be worked with to increase the amount of material power in our souls as the stone
already empowers the soul. It’s a best of both worlds thing. This will prepare us for our
rise in material power.
HAIL SATAN!
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Empowering the World by Expressing Ourselves
When we express ourselves, that expression is of your power. For e.g.: When you
express love to another, you direct love energy generated from your soul into there’s.
The power of your expressions come from the power of your soul. So depending on your
power, your love for another may be meaningless to them or it can blow them away.
Expressing your personality or creativity also is of power. When people express
themselves through their unique behavior or creative appearance, depending on their
power strength, they may appear like a fool to others or they may actually influence
others to express themselves as well or mimic it. When someone with developed power
(or natural power) expresses themselves, they are subconsciously placing power in the
target of their expression. They are imprinting themselves in their world. This is why the
enemy does not want us to be creative and express it, because it has power and gives
power.
In the physical realm expression is simple action with intent/will
In the Mental/Astral realm expression is simple energy with intent/will
Physical action IS energy and energy IS physical action (in form of potential)
As for my experience I realized I have been subconsciously empowering people who are
very close to me, where this is emotional exchange. They even have symptoms of
increased bio-electricity. This reveals how having a relationship with a demon/ess can be
beneficial. Even in my social environment I have made a subconscious impact. I do not
enjoy today’s enemy influenced society so I do not choose to involve myself with it and
I overpower its influence when it reaches me. I am considered an ‘outcast’ or ‘a quiet
loner’ yet everyone around me praises me (mainly for accomplishing what they are
afraid to even attempt), sees how positive my life is compared to their own, and wants
me to be involved with their meaningless lives and activities (to subconsciously feed off
my power/expressions).
We all need to empower ourselves so that we break down this enemy influenced society
and replace it with our own. This is done by simply expressing ourselves and elevating
our own souls.
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Hades will Rise on Earth
The Underworld has been taken from Hades. The enemy today rules those who are
spiritually ‘dead’ or ‘lost’. The underworld is the unseen world that has its influence in
the world. The enemy has controlled the underworld and it’s lost soul’s for too long.
Hades, or Pluto is awakening the lost souls to the enslavement brought upon them by the
enemy. The underworld is now ready for and desires revolution so that Hades may once
again rule the underworld. Hades has been dethroned by the enemy and is to regain his
rule. The lost soul’s of the underworld are increasing in Pluto’s energy. Pluto’s energy
rules transformation through death and rebirth. Hades is regaining his power of the
underworld. Hades will regain control over the dead and use this army to destroy the
enemy, to regain his rule! The enemy will be kicked out of the underworld and will be
exposed to the world. HADES IS VERY ANGRY!

If you know astrology, you can see how Pluto will make impact on Earth very, very
soon. This summer begins the rise of the underworld! There will be chaos and
destruction through transformation.
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I will be revealing the knowledge of Godhood...
I speak from only experience as my knowledge has came from experience. Listen my
Brothers & Sisters, I know the fastest path to godhood. I am very near godhood as I will
explain in a bit. The following is the ladder of stages to godhood that I have progressed
through and is the quickest and fastest way to godhood.
The Opening of all the Chakras (Power Meditation)
Empower The Chakras until all blocks and knots are gone
The Sushumna needs to be transformed first with Sexual energy (Kundalini Stimulation)
This is done by Cobra Breath, Tantric Yoga, Kundalini Yoga and Spirit Sex
Then the Pineal Gland and Sacral need to secrete their energies into the chakras/aura
until chakras are full of Male, Female, and Sexual energy (Stimulation of Pineal, Sacral,
Kundalini glands)
After Sushumna has been transformed, Elixir energies will be directed through the
chakras all on their own upon stimulation of the glands. This is the Preliminary
Exercises of the Magnum Opus with sexual energy involved as in the above step.
The Initial Rising of the Kundalini Occurs
A Nerve Cord (Not energy) will Rise from the Base of Spine into the Cerebellum
The Creation and Usage of The Philosopher’s Stone (Circulation of Stone)
I Will reveal this knowledge very soon
Nervous system (Soul + Body) transforms with Stone’s energy – This will be felt
Final Stages of Magnum Opus Occur
Merging of the Ida, Pingala, & Sushumna, Balancing of the Chakras, Union of Spirit &
Earth. This will occur on its own if your using the stone I recently made it this far. My
Chakras are undergoing their balancing as I type this. I believe my Final Ascension of
my Kundalini is very near as my chakras will be complete soon.
Here is my experience from a few moments ago:
During meditation, energy from my heart chakra began streaming into my pineal gland
and sacral. Shortly after, My pineal gland and Sacral began secreting their elixir
energies through the sushumna into the heart chakra. This continued and during this my
Pingala began increasing with energy, same with my Ida. This followed with my
sushumna increasing in energy. My body was then full of the Ida, Pingala, &
Sushumna’s energy. I felt the three divided from each other and then they grew larger
filling my Aura until these 3 aspects of my soul blended with my Aura. My chakras
began pushing and pulling... My soul had flipped upside down. My upper chakras were
at the bottom and upper at the top, base chakra where the crown was and crown where
the base was. They then began to balance themselves with their opposite’s energy. The
chakras were now becoming both Male & Female.
These stages are apart of the Magnum Opus and my soul is ‘repairing’ or transforming
ITSELF. I should be experiencing more of the changes and their effects later... I have
discovered and successfully used the Philosopher’s Stone. I have the information ready
and will get it to everyone very soon. This stone solves all of alchemy’s workings. It’s
power is amazing. The Stone is easy to create and use yet its power is overwhelming.
This stone will quickly bring you all to godhood. This is Father’s will. I would also like
to mention that this stone’s power will quickly manifest your desires so strongly.
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Quickest, Most Powerful Path to Godhood – Philosopher’s Stone
The Philosopher’s Stone is the all-in-one solution for Spiritual & Physical
Transformation. We are all working towards the same goal of Godhood whether the path
be by Kundalini Yoga, The Magnum Opus, or any other spiritual workings. As you
progress in spiritual transformation, you understand and see more of the corruption and
unfinished work of our souls. These spiritual workings, especially the Philosopher’s
Stone, will repair and bring your soul to Godhood. All of the alchemical goals can be
reached quickly with the Philosopher’s Stone. These alchemical goals are combine Spirit
and Earth, Merge the Twin Serpents (Ida & Pingala), Unite the Upper and Lower
Chakras, and Creating and using the elixir of life. The Philosophers Stone does all this at
the same time.
The Philosopher’s Stone is always recreating itself, in a way always going through death
and rebirth. The Philosopher’s Stone is in itself a constant transformation, always active.
Once the body completely adjusts to the stone’s energy, the body will always be
recreating
itself, always keeping your body active. This is how Immortality works as the elixir of
life is always recreating itself staying always active and new. As for magickal workings
with the stone...you can multiply the power of your intentions as many time as you like...
And the stone continues to multiply the power of your intentions as long after it is
programmed.
The Process:
The explanation and understanding of how the stone works is a pain in the ass. The
Philosopher’s Stone contains the elixir of life, the soul, and aura. That is the formula.
These ingredients of the stone are all made of each other, the same thing, but separate.
The Aura is made of the very energy of all the physical world, electromagnetic energy.
The Soul is made up of bioelectricity but the upper chakras are magnetic and the lower
chakras are electric yet both sets are bioelectric which is electromagnetic. The Elixir of
life is the male elixir, female elixir, and sexual elixir energies. Male is electric, female is
magnetic, and sexual is electromagnetic while all are bioelectric. Since our body runs off
bioelectricity, our Aura is bioelectric as well. Electric and Magnetic energy (male and
female) are united by electromagnetic energy (sex), which creates
electromagnetic/bioelectric energy (Male + Female + Sex/or just Sex). From this
bioelectricity/electromagnetic energy (male + female + sex/or just sex) unites electric
and magnetic energy again and the process is continued. The way it processes is that
male
(electric/bioelectric)
+
female
(magnetic/bioelectric)
+
sexual
(electromagnetic/bioelectric) energy = sexual energy (electromagnetic/bioelectricity)
which is both male (electric/bioelectric) and female (magnetic/bioelectric) again. The
stone creates the very energy that creates the stone. If you cannot understand this, I’m
sorry, there is no other way to explain the process.
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Workings of Alchemy:
To merge the twin serpents (Ida & Pingala) is to merge the male and female aspects of
the soul. Each serpent or aspect of the soul is one third of an already perfect soul.
There’s the Male (Pingala), Female (Ida), and Sexual (Sushumna) parts of the soul. To
reach godhood, these parts of the soul need to completely merge. This is usually done
with Kundalini Yoga as it increases the sexual energy (the power) of the sushumna
which brings the male ida and pingala together. This is best done by sexual relations
with demons or the Cobra Breath Technique. The Philosopher’s Stone does this as well.
The process of how can be found in the above paragraph. The Ida is the female elixir, is
magnetic energy, and is bioelectricity/electromagnetic energy. The Pingala is the male
elixir, is electric energy, and is bioelectricity/electromagnetic energy. The Sushumna is
the sexual elixir, electromagnetic and is bioelectricity.
To “Combine Spirit and Earth” is to combine the soul with the energy of the physical
world. These two are united by the elixir of life which is made of both energy of the soul
and the energy of the physical world. The stone does this.
Uniting the Upper and Lower chakras is the same as merging the ida & pingala aspects
of the soul. Upper chakras are feminine, magnetic, and bioelectric/electromagnetic while
the lower chakras are masculine, electric, and bioelectric/electromagnetic. The heart
chakra is sexual and bioelectric/electromagnetic. The stone unites these.
The elements (Fire, Earth, Water, Air, Quintessence) are all from electric, magnetic, or
electromagnetic properties. The soul’s Ida, pingala, and sushumna are of the elements.
The stone will awake the elements within the soul.
Stages of Progression:
From experience, I have learned of major stages in spiritual progression. When we
progress we “repair” our own souls and bodies as they both have been corrupted and cut
off from each other. After doing the Cobra Breath technique for so long, my sushumna
transformed and it impacted my physical body. My sushumna was repaired from what I
experienced. Prior to this change in my body and soul, my elixir energies would flow
freely throughout the body after stimulation of their ruling glands. After the change,
after stimulating the elixir glands (Pineal, Sacral, Sexual glands), the elixir energy would
automatically flow through the sushumna. The male elixir would flow up through the
chakras and into the aura as sexual energy already did and the female elixir of the pineal
gland would flow down the sushumna through the chakras and into the aura. The
body/soul now directs the elixir of life energies into the soul, body, and aura on its own.
This is a big stage and it reveals so much. This stage is important and needs to be
revealed to further understand and create the philosophers stone and its working. I would
also like to mention that after your chakras become completely full of the elixir of life,
you can expect your kundalini’s initial rising.
The Philosopher’s Stone is EXTREMELY powerful. Your Body will be impacted as
well as your soul. You have been warned.
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Spiritual Requirements for the Stone:
*I recommend to begin working with the stone only after your sushumna has been
transformed in the way mentioned above. To reach this level stimulate your kundalini
often so that sexual energy rises up the chakras empowering the sushumna. This can
easily be done by The Cobra Breath technique, frequent sex with a demon, or simply
empowering your base chakra often. Once this level is reached, empowering your
chakras and Aura with the elixir energies is way easier and quicker.
*All the elixir energies should already be strong in your chakras in soul. This is needed
and is important for the creation of the philosopher’s stone.
*All chakras must be at awakened and strong.
Preparation:
To prepare and meet the requirements for the stone’s creation perform the following
meditation for a few weeks. Condense your Aura into a small ball of light and circulate
through all the front and back chakra extensions, as well as stimulate the pineal gland
with it. Finish at the base chakra and then place the ball a few inches below the base
chakra directly on the kundalini serpent and hold it until it for a while until it activates
sexual energy up the spine. Store the ball in the center of the heart chakra where it
belongs. The empty space in the center of the fully empowered heart chakra is the space
for the stone. Next time you do this meditation, condense the aura into the previous ball
as this builds it’s power. Save this ball for the stone’s creation. Be sure to be frequently
doing the Sacral Meditation from the Magnum Opus preliminary exercises to get the
Male Elixir going as well. The soul must be prepared before the creation of this stone.
The Creation:
Extract a bit of bioelectricity from *each* of the 7 main chakras and place it into the
ball. This bioelectricity from the chakras will activate your stone’s true power. You
should feel the effects immediately after if your ball/stone is in your heart chakra as it
will circulate the energy.
That is the creation of the stone. The stone should now have all of the formula,
Bioelectricity + Aura + Elixir of life - or - Energy of Soul + Energy of Physical World +
Energy of Immortality/Perfection
Cautions:
You should be able to feel the stone’s new kind of energy. You may be able to feel the
stone’s “process” and may now understand how it works. If the energy is too strong for
you, place the ball elsewhere such as your astral temple as the heart chakra serves to
circulate its energy throughout your soul and body. Work with it until you are able to
keep it in your heart chakra. This stone is EXREMELY powerful! It is the quickest and
fastest way to Godhood!
Working with the Stone:
To empower the stone, you pretty must recreate it but adding on to it’s power. Condense
the aura into the stone, circulate it, and *Optionally* finish with extracting the new
bioelectricity the 7 main chakras into the stone. There are other ways of using the stone
such as connecting all your chakras to the heart chakra and spinning the stone in the
center of the heart chakra. You may also use the circulate the stone in and out of weak
chakras to strengthen them. Keep the stone clean by cleaning it daily they way you clean
you aura and chakras.
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When the stone touches a chakra, the chakra will move closer to the perfect soul or
godhood. All the alchemical workings can be defined by the simple circulating of the
stone throughout the chakras.
The Heart Chakra:
The Heart chakra when fully empowered has an area in the center of it for the stone.
This is where the Philosopher’s stone is supposed to stay. The heart chakra serves to
circulate the stone’s immortal/perfect energy throughout the soul and body empowering
them. This is how the energy of the stone reaches all of your body.
Magickal Workings:
The stone when programmed with your intentions, will constantly imprint your
intentions throughout time. With that said, the power of your intentions/desires will be
MULTIPLYING as time goes by. When you circulate a programmed stone throughout
the chakras, you will imprinting and programming your soul with your desires over and
over, quickly saturating your soul. When you place a programmed stone in the heart
chakra, your intentions will circulate throughout your soul, always programming your
soul. The Heart Chakra rules DESIRE so when your intentions are in tune with your
desire, the heart chakra
will further empower the stone’s programming. You can vibrate a rune to further
saturate the stone with your desires. The power of this stone is meant to create your
perfect material life while perfecting your spiritual life.
Stages of Transformation:
As you continue to work with the stone, your body and soul will go through many
transformations on its own. This is because the stone is a combination of all alchemy
workings and the stone is god (immortal/Perfect) energy itself. Your body and Soul
adjusts to this.
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Kundalini And Animals – Important Read
When my Kundalini connected with my cerebellum (initial rising), my cerebellum
activated but acted like a separate brain. It ruled apart of my nervous system/soul. It had
control over the nerves of my back and the back of my arms. The cerebellum seems to
be the physical brain of the kundalini and over time it becomes in tune with the rest of
my brain. But at first, the kundalini (cerebellum and the part of my nervous system/soul
it rules) acted and operated very animal like. I could feel it’s energy body move at times.
Recently, I experienced what seemed to be the literal kundalini rise up into my
cerebellum. This was a very freaky experience, not painful though. At first I felt
crawling movement around my back and back of my arms. This felt so physical, I
touched my back because it felt as an insect or something was crawling on me. Then I
felt something literally crawling up my spine. This is no joke, a literal tiny serpent
crawled up my spine and into the cerebellum. This was felt physically but I could not
physically see it nor physically touch it. It was apart of my nervous system/soul. This
was literally a LIVING being with a mind of it’s own. It was freaky.
After my kundalini’s initial rising which activated the kundalini’s physical body
(cerebellum and apart of my body’s nervous system) it had acted and seemed very
animal like coming from my point of view. After the literal kundalini rose into the
cerebellum, The kundalini became one with my mind. I now have an animal side to me
which is the cerebellum and it’s ruling parts of my nervous system. I want to explain this
animal side to you all... Since this emerging of an animal side to me brought by the
kundalini itself, I can better understand and relate to animals. Yes, I said even relate to
being an animal. I now respect and care way more deeply for animals. Communication
with animals seems so natural now.
Its difficult to explain what I’m trying to say here. It seems as the physical life of
animals is just. They do what they are influenced to do yet their true freedom lies in the
spiritual world. They are not as spiritually evolved as we are but they are able to live a
free life only in their own minds. I learned this by my friend’s ferret. When she was
brought over to my house, we let her free roam because she must remain in her cage at
my friend’s home. She was very excited, jumping and sprinting all over the place. When
she had left I meditated that night. During meditation I had felt her crawling and playing
with me and I could sense her emotions and feelings. This was the first time I interacted
with an animal on the astral. I could sense that this ferret had a strong desire to come and
play again but she didn’t have the power. It was then when I learned and related to
animals. There was also a prior experience but I couldn’t understand the meaning of it
until my kundalini side awakened. I witnessed 2 vicious dogs eat a cat and I was too late
to save it. This struck me emotionally, and I questioned why such things happen. Now I
understand animals and I need to let the world know.
Animals are spiritually dominated by us humans. People do not realize that animals have
a consciousness capable of having desires and knowing that they cannot reach them
easily. They are limited to only their own minds much like we were once before coming
to Father. Their desires are SIMPLE and they do not have the power to manifest them.
Some animals simply want to be loved or accompanied, some want to simply play or run
freely. Because of today’s world, some animals simply want to not starve. Free roaming
my home meant everything to my friends ferret.
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Spiritually lost humans are programmed to desire way too much. The Kundalini will
bring a much more meaningful life with simple desires. This is how I am because of it.
In this sense, Animals are superior as the simplest things can mean absolutely everything
to them. If they were to be able to reach their very simple desires, then they would be in
paradise.
I am speaking for animals. This Earth is not for just humans, we share this Earth. It is
OUR responsibility to let animals reach their desires. It is fucking sickening to see
animals be neglected and abused! It strikes my emotionally to see this happen! How can
someone possibly abuse an animal that has done nothing but desire a happy life and have
not the power to manifest it?! I am asking all spiritual satanists to help animals with your
mind power. When you witness animal abuse, curse the one’s who abuse the animals.
Let their be justice. Don’t let any more freedoms be taken away from animals. They do
not deserve to be blocked from their desires or be mistreated. I am not suggesting
adopting or taking in all the animals you can under your wing, I am suggesting to
magickally help animals as you see fit. If you cannot understand or communicate with
animals, then do all animals a favor and rise your kundalini.
I am taking this very personal as I will not stand to see the enemy abuse animals! I hope
you all help our other brother’s and sisters. Use your powers to help animals reach their
desires! We have this responsibility and your Kundalini will make you aware of it. It is
the kundalini in me that desires to help our animals.
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Cobra Breath
**To Perform the Cobra Breath, Sit down (I had my legs crossed). Lightly press your
tongue against the roof of your mouth as in the Sitkari breathing exercise (link below
this) and keep it there. Apply the root lock (Contract Anus/Perineum muscles) and hold.
Don’t apply too much pressure, your not working them out just contracting them. This
creates the route/circuit for sexual energy to rise. The inhale should be as the Yogic
Complete Breath but honestly I did a simple inhale. Slowly Inhale through the nose
(mouth closed) (I did this and kept my tongue gently pressed against the roof of my
mouth) WHILE FOCUSING ON (NOT DIRECTING) ENERGY CLIMBING UP THE
SPINE FROM THE BASE AND OUT THE CROWN.
You wont feel sexual energy rise on the inhale. Your creating the route for the sexual
energy to rise. It will rise after the exhale. Hold for a few seconds (don’t strain, this is
meant to be relaxed) and then exhale through the mouth. Widen your mouth, like a smile
so that when you exhale with your tongue up, you make a hissing sound naturally. This
is one breath. After the breaths you perform wait for the sexual energy to rise and
meditate on it**
For Sitkari and Yogic Breath info:
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Yogic_Breathing.html
I would recommend starting off with 2-3 good relaxed Cobra Breaths, I’m serious. There
were many times I only did 3 breaths early on and the impact was as heavy as weeks of
power meditations. In the beginning you wont feel much but don’t underestimate it as it
the sexual energy gets stronger each Cobra Breath Session. I need to discuss the Cobra
Breath more as it is very beneficial and I feel will change everything. This technique is
an all in one empowering technique, a direct advance towards kundalini. It only takes
literally a few seconds to perform leaving so much time to work on other areas. The
Cobra Breath is very natural. It should be renamed the Spiritual Breath as it the breath of
the soul. Of course, a lot of us need to get out of the beginning stages of Spiritual
empowerment in order to effectively use this breath. I am talking about clearing all the
blockages within the chakras and empower them.
ALSO I WOULD NOT RECOMMEND UTILIZING THE COBRA BREATH EARLY
ON AS IT WOULD BE PRETTY INEFFECTIVE IN THE FAST PATH TO
KUNDALINI.
In order for the Cobra Breath to really work, you need strong sexual energy, meaning
you need seriously strong chakras. So trust me when I say continue strengthening your
chakras and wait until you feel progress becoming slow from empowering the chakras. If
your smart, after you unblocked all your chakras you can work with the cobra breath
along with continuing the empowering of individual chakras. This will really speed
things up. I also learned variations and tips on the Cobra Breath. You CAN direct the
sexual energy into specific chakras but create the route to it by focusing and
concentrating on the path from the base, up the spine, into the chakra during the inhale.
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Do alternate nostril breathing exercises before performing the cobra breath as this
balances the ida and pingala currents leaving the majority of the sexual energy to rise up
the shushumna and not the ida or pingala nerves. If you feel an imbalance in power
between the ida or pingala nerves (twin serpents) perform the cobra breath with only the
nostril of the right of left side exposed. If your left side (Ida) is stronger then your right
(Pingala) then perform the cobra breath while covering your left nostril or vice versa.
The Cobra Breath is a single breath that directs sexual energy up the sushumna,
empowering both the sushumna aspect of your soul and the chakras with sexual energy.
This is a very powerful technique! It is the fastest and most powerful way to kundalini. It
quickly progressed me, allowing my kundalini to have it’s initial rising.
If you want an easier more basic instruction of the technique, go to the link below:
http://www.ehow.com/how_2322034_do-cobra-breathing-exercise.html
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The Truth about the Serpent
Months ago I was posting on the groups and my kundalini had it’s initial rise. This
opened me up to new knowledge and I had even rediscovered the philosopher’s stone. I
gave the groups and Maxine the formula, it can be seen at the bottom of this page:
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Magnum_Opus.html
I have since learned more and have been experimenting with the stone on a whole
different level. I have new knowledge on the philosopher’s stone. I have learned so
much from my ascension and have learned of many misunderstandings which need to be
corrected. I want to share my knowledge and understanding with you all, although you
may not all find it all to pleasant. I speak and learn from experience, as that is my truth.
The kundalini is within every living creature. It is the aspect of the soul that rules the
instinctive consciousness. For we humans, this part of ourselves is dormant and this is
why we do not have perfect souls. Our instinctive consciousness is the mind of the
serpent. My initial rise was the ascension of the serpent’s body into my nervous system.
About a month following this, my instinctive consciousness (Mind of the Serpent)
ascended into my cerebellum which primarily acted as a separate mind. Truth is, it is no
separate mind but only our dormant instinctive consciousness which is in all living
beings. We as humans are actually higher dimensional creatures when our soul’s are
complete.
We were not created on this 3rd dimension as some may believe. We were genetically
altered on a higher dimension. After we were created as a slave species, Father imprinted
his literal genetics within us which gave us the potential of being an equal to him. The
difference between us and the species from which we originated from is our higher
dimensional genetics. The 3rd dimensional difference from the physical bodies between
humans and apes is the manifestation of higher dimensional genetics. When our
serpent’s ascend and we complete our souls, our consciousness ascends into a higher
dimension in which we were intended to live on.
When our soul’s balance, it reflects in our consciousness. When our masculine and
feminine aspects of our souls balance and our kundalini ascends, instinctive thinking
becomes dominant as it is of higher dimensional thinking. It is because of this instinctive
thinking that I was able to relate to and communicate with animals and later on with
other beings of nature. This is because all living beings are consciously living on a
higher dimension because of kundalini. On this 3rd dimension, instinctive thinking is
dominant and this is obvious by animal behavior. After your ascension, you wake up to
the consciousnesses of all of nature and you will understand all living beings on a higher
level. This manifests as bonding and caring for Mother Earth and all her beings, you just
can’t help it once you have awoken to this level of consciousness.
The back extension chakras rule the true self (the higher dimensional you, the
kundalini), the middle rule the consciousness, and the front rules the spirit (expression,
uniqueness of a being). The male, female, and sexual elixirs are needed to be full in the
chakras primarily in the back extension chakras for the initial rising. These 3 elixirs
make up the kundalini nerve cord and the aspect of the soul needed to be made for the
serpent to ascend. Let me clarify sexual energy and why it differs from kundalini energy.
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Sexual energy is of the base and not of the kundalini. Astral sex secretes sexual energy
up the spine, not kundalini. Kundalini energy is the energy of our higher dimensional
self in potential form. A kundalini stimulation is not the same as sexual energy rising up
the spine. Also the best way to secrete sexual energy from it’s gland is Astral Sex or
Cobra Breath. (Google: Cobra Breath ehow - Should be first link) The 3 elixirs amount
to the same thing as Kundalini energy (dormant under the base). A kundalini stimulation
will empower the 3 elixir glands. So a true shortcut is to stimulate the kundalini under
the base but with physically generated energy such as raw bioelectricity so it has to be
done properly and successfully more by feel and not so much visualization.
An important working of the soul is merging your spirit with your true self (higher
dimensional you/kundalini). This is done by ultimately the philosopher’s stone but for an
accurate description, the 3 elixirs or a directed kundalini stimulation being circulated
throughout the back extension (Kundalini) chakras and front extension (Spirit) chakras.
This combines spirit with kundalini and this is how we truly become ourselves on the
higher dimensional level. Also once you hit a certain level, secreted elixir energies will
circulate themselves, simply keep focus on them. So if you want to work directly
towards your ascension, create and empower yourself with the Philosopher’s stone, it
will get you there. Keep secreting the 3 elixirs frequently, stimulate your actual
kundalini every now and then, and circulate the energies that come through your back
and front extension chakras. Once the stone has been completed, simply empowering it
will activate it and it will circulate throughout your main chakras on its own. If you want
to go into even faster work, try placing the energies you raise from a kundalini
stimulation into the stone. I warn you though, this may be way too advanced for new
satanists, but I am leading DIRECTLY to ascension.
Also something I should of mentioned above, there is also another kind of ascension that
occurred a few days after my initial rise. My spirit ascended and this originated from the
pituitary gland. This occurred as a thinner, lighter nerve cord that descended down from
my pituitary gland, down the front chakras, around the bottom, and up the back chakras
merging with the kundalini cord. Stimulating the pituitary gland will also secrete a kind
of elixir like the pineal gland, the energy of the spirit. This opens up new kinds of
meditations and workings with the stone as like I said I have new knowledge about the
stone and its workings but you all can experiment and learn yourselves as the formula I
gave the JOS is simply the foundation of the stone but it works to ascend the serpent.
I have a unique relationship with EA. He has taught me to not view him as a god and not
as anyone superior as we all can be as an equal to his level. Truth be told, The Image of
Lucifer is in all of us. It is the aspect of my consciousness that has me here writing this
for you all so that you can all do what I have done. You can consider that Lucifer
himself is the one making this post as it is the only aspect of my mind that urges for it.
Satan is apart of all of us, He is considered our only god because we are all god.
Through Satan we have direction and meaning. When Satan said he has won his Earth
back, this means we serpents have won mother Earth back. Satan, my serpent, has
ascended within me and we are showing you all the quickest way to do the same.
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Mother Earth’s Ascension into the 5th Dimension
I have recently experienced something extraordinary. Mother Earth has been fighting
into my consciousness as of late just until a recent experience. Lately, I have been
feeling bottled up rage within me, specifically my base chakra. This feeling of inner rage
has been fighting to be let free. My external reality has been triggering it by external
influences attempting to control me. At last I set this inner beast free and to my surprise
it was not simply rage that surfaced, it was an ascension... Of Mother Earth.
I need to first comment that I have recently awoken to the 5th dimension via my
serpent’s ascension. Because of this my chakras have also have been brought up to the
5th dimension. This is how Mother Earth was able to work her way into my physical
consciousness. Mother Earth is a literal being of a higher dimension, her consciousness
lies dormant in the 5th dimension, like the way humans are as well. The physical Earth is
the manifestation of our 5th dimensional base chakra. This 5th dimensional base chakra
represents external influences of your physical reality or the most common influences in
the world such as Earth herself. The reason she manifested as rage is that rage was the
result of our 4th dimensional base chakra. The 5th dimensional base chakra manifested
through the 4th base chakra as its main emotion, rage.
When I first opened up and released this inner rage up my chakras, I opened up to the
5th dimensional realization that Earth is a manifestation of our inner selves. It is true that
our external reality is a reflection of our inner soul. Once I realized this, she began to
ascend up my middle chakras, although I barely felt it in the back extensions as well.
This felt like a thin nerve cord similar to the kundalini cord but much thinner. Now this
ascension itself had a little physical manifestation in my external physical reality. Right
when Earth’s 5th dimensional self began to ascend from my 5th dimensional base
chakra, it began to pour rain outside. As the ascension intensified and rose up the
chakras, the rain outside poured heavily. Right when she exited my 7th chakra and aura,
the raining immediately stopped.
Mother Earth is now an big aspect of my physical consciousness but ultimately this
means my 5th dimensional base chakra has been opened. Mother Earth’s consciousness
now has been further opened to her 5th dimensional self. As many of you already know,
She is supposed to be ascending into the 5th dimension really soon and my guess is that
this is why and how.
-Kai Purr
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The Higher Reality & Dreaming (Serpent Wisdom)
The ascension of my serpent has completely transformed my perception of reality. I have
come to understand that this physical reality we perceive is not our primary realm of
existence. Humanity has their perception of reality backwards and this needs to be
corrected.
This ‘physical’ reality is nothing more than a small portion of your complete
consciousness. The physical brain filters out our consciousness which is why activating
and empowering it is important. This physical reality we perceive is a reality of a very
low vibration and frequency which is why time & space is such a huge factor here. In
higher realms, the vibration speed of matter is so fast and frequencies are so high that
time is much faster and space is much denser. This explains why our very thoughts
manifest instantaneous to our mental perception. This physical reality is the
manifestation of the most frequent realities of faster vibration (thoughts) in a specific
area of the universe. This is why meditation and magick is necessary to live a desirable
life in this physical reality.
Our true bodies (The Mind) exist on much higher vibrational realms (Astral) compared
to this ‘physical’ (3rd Dimension) realm. This is why we can experience anything we
desire at will with our mental sensory but are limited and restricted from doing so in this
physical reality. When we Meditate, Astral Project, (Day)/Dream, and Think we are
using our higher body and performing action in the higher realms. We must not limit
ourselves to consciously ‘living’ only in this physical reality, our true selves live on
higher realities. We as Spiritual Satanists are used to only meditating and performing
magick when we need to or as a daily routine. This is only limiting our true freedom. We
all know that our (most frequent/amplified) thoughts influence our physical reality, but
we fail to realize the reality of the matter.
Many people believe they have “awoken” when they discover the powers of the mind
etc. But this far from the true awakening. We are asleep otherwise there would be no
such thing as dreaming in our consciousness. Many people live their daily lives without
even being consciously aware at mostly any single given time. We are always dreaming.
When we “dream”, we are simply experiencing our reality without our physical
perception. This physical reality is vibrating at such a slow speed that our physical
perception appears to dominate our consciousness. We are always living in the ‘dream
world’, when we sleep we simply let go of our physical sensory to experience higher
realities without the distraction of the physical reality. So we must acknowledge that
every time we meditate or perform magick (essentially using the mind), we are living in
the dream (astral/higher reality) world.
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A huge part of our consciousness is asleep. This is why we are not conscious in our
dreams and explains why we are at loss to be consciously aware during the day. We are
always living in the dream world even when we are awake so we must work on keeping
our conscious awareness active so that it may become an instinctive habit for us to
always be consciously aware even during our physical sleep. This is called dream yoga
but it is essentially performing Void Meditation frequently throughout the day if not all
the time. This will train the consciousness to never be ‘asleep’. This opens you up to the
world of lucid dreaming where anything is possible, from interacting with your Guardian
as well as influencing your physical reality from that state.
The bigger picture here is that you learn to consciously live in higher realms during both
the day time and physical sleep. The ultimate benefit here is that the most frequent
realities you experience in the higher realms manifest in your physical reality.
My serpent has taught me that this is how it itself lives as well as all other animals. They
consciously dream all the time (during day & during sleep) on desirable realities. This
way of thinking and living has a huge impact on someone who has developed serious
power through Power meditation and/or Yoga.
In my experience of Kundalini Yoga/Meditation my consciousness ascended to a state
where my desires/chakras evolved into higher realities (increased vibration/frequency).
So I can no longer fulfill myself of a desirable reality here in this physical reality. I have
learned to adjust my consciousness into higher realities where I can fulfill myself of
desirable experiences.
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